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ABSTRACT

Using satellite radar images, signal deflection differences make oil slicks appearing darker on top
of ocean surface. They form puddles that drift according to tides and winds before disintegrating.
The rare occurrence of such stains and their similarity with some biochemical events, make them
difficult to detect even using artificial intelligence. The main issue lies in the labelling part that
is not able to represent the wide variety of shapes and lengths on the one hand, and the regional
characteristics of ocean background on the other hand. We propose a method that circumvents these
two limitations. First, by creating synthetic label masks based on mathematical simulation of the
puddle drifting possibilities. Second, by mapping these masks on targeted ocean surface background
images. Using such database, an unsupervised learning with a strong data augmentation allows for
the detection of many stains, drastically reducing the geographic areas to investigate. In practice, we
recommend an active learning strategy where the first model is fine-tuned with minimal geospatial
expert labeling done on the delimited zones where evidence have been found. We illustrate our
solution on a real dataset where only few hours of human labeling provided similar results to 8 days
of manual interpretation.
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1 Introduction

Geospatial remote sensing interest recently intensifies for a lot of different purposes like forest growing, fire prevention,
gas leakage, flooding rescue, etc. Thanks to the launch of many new satellites that reduces the delay between consecutive
data acquisition and, in the same time, that brings new types of sensors at higher resolutions. This results in a data
explosion, making mandatory the use of automatic processes like artificial intelligence. Indeed, the revolution of deep
learning techniques for images opened new opportunities for remote sensing applications, especially open-source
models based on technologies like YOLO [10] or more recently SAM [7].

Our context concerns the oil seepage detection that forms stains on top of the ocean surface, visible from radar satellites
[3]. Unfortunately, usual deep learning approaches suffer from limitations [1, 9]. First, there is a very large diversity
in the combination of the oil slicks’ shapes and the ocean surface textures. This makes quite complex the building
of generic models. Second, there are extremely rare occurrences of such stains, with also some similarities with
biochemical events. This slows the labelling task down so that this task represents the vast majority of time in a study.
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In this paper we propose to tackle this issue by generating a representative synthetic database that can be used for
unsupervised training and then in an active learning strategy. We illustrate our solution performance on a real dataset.

2 Synthetic database

Oil seepage corresponds to one or several continuous oil slicks on ocean surface that may come from two origins:

• human activities like boats cleaning out their tank or offshore industrial platforms that accidentally leak;

• natural earth crust leakage through small cracks, due to subsurface pressure pushing hydrocarbon fluids up.

Radar satellites are able to capture high-frequency deflection from the waves inside these puddles that differs from
surrounding waves, allowing to see stains on black and white images (the amount of brightness in that zones being
significantly reduced). The human origin case generally leads to isolated and quite simple shaped stains whereas the
natural origin case gives form to repetitive (through time) and complex stains. Indeed, surface accumulation point
continuously moves due to the ocean ascending process and in the same time, waves and winds effects spread the
puddle over changing directions.

For a deep learning perspective, typically the supervised training of a generic model, one idea could be to apply strong
data augmentation on manual labelled collection as an attempt to represent the variety of stains’ shapes and lengths.
Unfortunately, the amount of labelled data is quite limited because of two reasons:

• the extreme rarity of such texture appearances, similar to some meteorological, coastal or seaweed footprints;

• the ocean background diversity that makes even more difficult the data augmentation process.

To circumvent these limitations, we propose to build a synthetic database so as to enable unsupervised training. For that,
we separately tackle the diversity issues by forming label masks of slicks on the one hand, and by mapping them on
background of ocean textures on the other hand.

Figure 1: Two examples of real data (left) and two examples
of synthetic label masks mixed with real ocean background
(right), they correspond to parameters detailed in Table 1 (A
on top, B on bottom).

In details, we designed a mathematical simulator of oil
puddle drifting over an ocean surface, using physical
parameters of tides and winds:

• Means {µw,µt} and standard deviations {σw,σt}
of wind and tide velocities (Gaussian distribu-
tion);

• Angles {(αw,min, αw,max), (αt,min, αt,max)}
of wind and tide orientations (uniform distri-
bution).

The resulting piecewise segments are then deformed to
get slicks with morphological parameters:

• erosion and dilatation kernel sizes {Ne,Nd}.

We can then map the label masks into ocean surface tiles,
chosen where there is statistically no stains. The blending
is corrected with diffusion filter parameters:

• white noise deviation σn;

• Gaussian blur deviation σb;

• contrast coefficient γ.

In practice, all these parameters are randomly generated,
according to their respective distributions and bounded
by their realistic ranges. Figure 1 illustrate two different
choices of parameters (listed Table 1), where low wind and high tide draw winding and squashed stains, on the contrary
to high wind and low tide that draw long and streamlined stains. Thus, it is possible to create unlimited synthetic
database, repeating this procedure, resumed on Algorithm 1.
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Table 1: Complete list of parameters used to generate the two examples illustrated in Figure 1.
µw σw µt σt σw,min σw,max σt,min σt,max σn σb γ Nd Ne

Example A 1 5 17 16 -3◦ 0◦ 100◦ 230◦ 2 1 14 13 9
Example B 7 5 16 1 3◦ 4◦ 306◦ 310◦ 12 2 5 12 8

Algorithm 1 Synthetic database generation

Require: Ns,Nt, δs ▷ number of slicks per tile, number of segment points per stick, spatial step for segments
/* Step 1 - create a label-only image (simulating puddle drifting) */

1: for s = 1 : Ns do
2: stickPoints = ones(Nt)*randomUniform([0,0],imageDimensions) ▷ Segment points’ initialization
3: {WindLengthes,TileLengthes} = randomNormal({µw,µt},{σw,σt},Nt) ▷ Physical velocities
4: {WindAngles,TileAngles} = randomUniform({σw,min,σt,min},{σw,max,σt,max},Nt) ▷ Orientation angles
5: {WindShifts,TileShifts} = {WindLengthes,TileLengthes}.*cos({WindAngles,TileAngles})
6: stickPoints .+= cumulativeSum({WindShifts,TileShifts}) ▷ Segment points’ displacements
7: syntheticLabel = drawSegmentsInEmptyImage(stickPoints,δs) ▷ Segments drawing into piecewise lines
8: syntheticLabel = erode(dilate(syntheticLabelImage,Nd),Ne) ▷ Morphological segments’ deformations
9: end for

/* Step 2 - combine label image with real background */
10: background = pickSatelitteOceanImage() ▷ Choose an ocean tile (use statistics to be sure there in no stains)
11: syntheticLabel = syntheticLabel.*background/(randomUniform(0.5,1)*γ) ▷ Randomize label contrast
12: synthetic = background .+(randomUniform(0,100)>σn)* syntheticLabel ▷ Blend label with noise (i.e. misses)
13: synthetic = filterBlur(synthetic,σb) ▷ Apply blur deviation

3 Active learning strategy

Figure 2: Comparison of metrics: precision (on left) and re-
call (on right), obtained using the unsupervised learning (on
top) and the active learning (on bottom). Axes correspond
to score (horizontal) and number of images (vertical). The
red line correpond to the median score.

Using the synthetic database, we can then consider to
train a deep learning model, without any need of human
labelling. In practice it is sufficient to use a small U-net
architecture [8], based on Adam optimizer [5], optionally
extended with a Feature Pyramid Network (FPN [6]) that
may improve low-frequency feature detection. One key
to fully exploit the database is to add non-linear data aug-
mentation, like grid distortion or elastic transformation,
for instance using ’albumentation’ Python library [2].

This unsupervised training should be able to detect a wide
variety of oil slicks but not all of them. Despite missing
some stains, it highlights the areas of potential other ev-
idence of natural seepage, significantly accelerating this
research step over thousands of images. Carefully look-
ing at these areas, the geospatial expert may find other
sticks. From that it is possible to improve the model
by transfer learning, meaning re-using the first model as
starting point, and doing a fine-tuning based on the few
new manual labels. This strategy, called active learning,
is iterative and only requires minimal user work while
checking the results.

4 Real dataset example

We applied our solution on a real regional study where
sticks have been manually labelled. The dataset is com-
posed of 21 Sentinel-1 radar images, of size 25,500 ×
16,800 pixels each. We split these images into 12,000
tiles of size 1024 × 1024 pixels each.
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For the unsupervised dataset, we created a synthetic database, using ocean background tiles coming from this targeted
area. We created 1200 tiles with synthetic labels and 300 without anyone. Indeed, we decided to also learn the local
geochemical textures as not being oil slicks.

Figure 3: Comparison of oil slicks detection over a time
period, from only manual interpretation (green) and active
learning process (red).

The neural network is a U-net of 5 layers depth with
48 filters. The unsupervised training was done over 800
epochs with a 10−4 learning rate and a batch size equals
to 16. Using a Nvidia V100 graphic processor with 32GB
of memory, this first training over 1500 tiles took almost
a day and the inference on 12’000 tiles took an hour. We
then fine-tuned the model through active learning with
only 50 tiles coming from the labelled solution. This
second training was done over 350 epochs with a 10−5

learning rate and a batch size equals to 2. On the same
machine it took an hour and half.

When stacking the images over time (satellite goes back
over every couple of days), the label masks make flower-
shaped structure apparent. This is the case of natural
leaks that come from the same cracks. The final goal is
to find these crack positions. For that reason, the most
important metric we will consider is the recall, that al-
lows over-detection whereas precision metric penalizes
false positives. Figure 2 displays these metrics for the
unsupervised model and the fine-tuned model. In both
cases the precision is quite good, meaning there is only
few wrong prediction among the detected sticks. Regard-
ing the recall, the unsupervised model score is average,
so it was not able to find many sticks, but the fine-tuned
model score is significantly high to provide usable results,
as depicted Figure 3. Indeed, even if all the sticks are
not detected, there are enough to catch the flower-shape
structures.

Manual interpretation on this dataset took 8 days. Even
with relatively limited computational power, our user
workflow is more than five times faster.

5 Conclusion

In the deep learning era, neural networks have solved many vision problems when given enough data to encode a
particular texture. In particular, satellite remote sensing is a field where artificial intelligence have achieved outstanding
improvements.

This paper proposed a new approach for the delicate application of oil seepage detection that suffers from specific
constraints. Indeed, the wide diversity of shapes and lengths, and the rarity of occurrences on huge images, prevent
the building of supervised generic models. To tackle this issue, we developed an algorithm in two steps. First, a
mathematical simulator of puddle drifting based on tide and wind effects that creates unlimited realistic label masks.
Second, the blending of these masks on real ocean surface images, including the targeted regional area, that represents
the diversity of ocean textures.

This synthetic database generator does not require human intervention and can quickly be used for an unsupervised
learning in order to detect areas with evidence of oil seepage. Then, a transfer learning strategy using very few images
from a fast and localized labelling done by geospatial experts is able to reproduce the full human interpretation results.
Considering industrial computing resources, our method typically divides the total time of work by one order of
magnitude.

The next step is to link this solution directly in professional geospatial softwares like QGIS, using Python script [4].
This will allow to continuously improve the synthetic database with new sticks shapes and ocean textures, and to collect
small but highly-valuable expert labelling over regional studies. At some point, we will finally obtain a robust enough
generic model for automatic oil slicks deep learning detection.
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